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KILGOUR WILLIAMS CAPITAL
Experts in Credit Management
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EXPERTS IN CREDIT MANAGEMENT

Kilgour Williams Capital are credit management experts whose principals 
have extensive backgrounds in credit, structuring, and risk management

Credit management experts 
with extensive expertise in 
credit, structuring, and risk 
management

• Established in 2007 when the Canadian Asset Backed Commercial Paper (ABCP) 
market collapsed

• From 2007 to 2017, provided investment management services to holders of 
structured credit investments with total mandates in excess of $2 billion

• Launched KiWi Private Credit Fund in 2017

Widely recognized and 
highly regarded expertise

• During the credit crisis, KWC was the primary source of expertise and 
commentary for regulatory authorities seeking to assess the situation, as well as 
for both print and broadcast media

Decades of experience
• KWC principals benefit from extensive experience in all aspects of credit and 

structured credit – structuring, originating, investing, and risk managing
• Principals each benefit from over 20 years experience in credit management
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DECADES OF EXPERIENCE

• Founded Kilgour Williams in 2007, initially to 
provide advice, risk assessment, valuation, and 
access to liquidity for Canadian investors who were 
burdened with restructured Asset Backed 
Commercial Paper

• KWC has advised on over $2 billion of these 
structured notes

• Colin previously founded and sold a finance 
company that provided accounts receivable 
financing to North American companies

• Early in is career, he spent 10 years as a 
management consultant for financial institutions in 
Canada, the US, UK and Europe

• Joined KWC as partner in 2009

• Previously, Chief Investment Officer of Dundee 
Bank, managing a portfolio of long-term 
investments in middle market loans; sat on bank’s 
Investment Committee and Asset/Liability 
Committee

• From 2001 to 2006, was Head of Credit Portfolio 
Management for National Bank of Canada with 
oversight on $4 billion of corporate loans

• He began in strategy consulting with Oliver, Wyman 
& Co and others

Experienced partners who each benefit from over 20 years of leadership 
experience in Canadian credit markets

Colin Kilgour
Principal
Over 20 years of experience in 
Canadian credit markets

Daniel Williams
Principal
Over 20 years of experience in 
Canadian credit markets
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PARTNERSHIP WITH WALTER GAM

As part of our growth strategy, we recently partnered with private equity 
firm Walter Global Asset Management (Walter GAM), who offers both 
growth capital and extensive market expertise
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• Equity Investment in Kilgour Williams Capital

• Capital committed to the KiWi Private Credit Fund

• Kilgour Williams Capital gains access to WGAM asset management experts

• Sylvain Brosseau, CEO of WGAM, joins the KWC Board



ABOUT WALTER GAM

Walter Global Asset Management is a globally-diversified private equity 
platform providing strategic expertise and development to passionate 
entrepreneurs at the helm of growth-oriented boutique investment 
management firms, distributors and strategic service providers in the asset 
management industry.

Sylvain Brosseau
CEO of Walter GAM, Board member of Kilgour Williams Capital

• Sylvain Brosseau has over 25 years of experience in the investment 
management industry, including his tenure as Global President and Chief 
Operating Officer of Fiera Capital from 2003 to 2017. 

• Under his leadership, the company grew its assets under management from 
$5 billion to $120 billion and its market capitalization from $20 million to 
over $1 billion. He also spearheaded the firm’s international expansion, 
overseeing more than 15 acquisitions across Canada, the United States and 
Europe and the opening of new offices throughout North America and 
Europe.
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KIWI PRIVATE CREDIT FUND
Massive diversification, prime credit, stable return
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ATTRACTIVE, BUT INACCESSIBLE ASSETS 

Small balance loans offer attractive risk-adjusted yields for prime loans, 
short duration, and the potential for exceptional portfolio diversification 
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Scarcity of Capital for Smaller Loans (<$1
million)
• Regulatory Capital rules tend to discourage

banks from lending to individuals and small
businesses

High Cost Alternatives Are Often the Only Game
in Town
• With limited options available to them, Small

Credit borrowers were borrowing on credit
cards, taking on debt that often has punitive
high variable rates

Small Balance Loans Yield Attractive Risk-
adjusted Rates
• Scarcity of capital leads to an attractive loan

pricing opportunity that remains fair to the
borrower

Historically, small balance loans have been inaccessible to financial investors. 
Operating a lending business was the only way to access the asset class

Historically High Origination and Servicing Cost
• Cost / Effort to originate, underwrite and

service loans prohibitively high relative to the
income earned



ATTRACTIVE LENDING VERTICALS

KiWi Private Credit Fund invests across three small balance lending 
verticals, each offering attractive credit, short duration, and the 
opportunity for massive diversification

Prime Consumer Loans

• Loans from $5,000 to $35,000
• Prime borrowers only
• 36-month amortization – Duration of ~14 months
• Debt consolidation or unexpected life event are main uses of 

loan proceeds

Small Business Loans

• Small businesses whose principals are prime borrowers
• Average balances ranging from $ 25,000 to $ 250,000
• Deliver a positive social impact to main street independent 

businesses
• Amortizing terms with maturity up to 24 months

Short Term Residential 
Development Loans

• Offered to experienced real estate developers
• Prime borrowers only
• Up to 18-month maturity with balances ranging from $ 50,000 

to $ 250,000
• Deliver improvements to local communities
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AN IMPACT INVESTMENT

Across all 3 verticals, the Fund delivers a positive social impact as borrowers 
use loan proceeds to make a difference in their lives and their communities
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Consumer Loans Small Business Loans Construction Loans

Reduce the cost of 
borrowing on credit 

cards

Fund urban 
residential re-

development projects 
and improvement of 
local communities

Provide capital 
allowing independent 

businesses to grow

Kilgour Williams Capital is a signatory to the United Nations-
supported Principles for Responsible Investment



HOW WE MAKE LOANS

Marketplace platforms fill the origination, underwriting and servicing 
roles traditionally conducted by banks, but at a much lower cost
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Data 
Analysis

Loan Request

Principal & Interest

Loan Originates

Loan Criteria

LENDERS/INVESTORS

Loan Funding

Principal & Interest

Marketplace Platforms

• Marketplace platforms streamline the traditional origination and servicing process using  
technology and artificial intelligence to rapidly and cost-effectively originate Small Balance 
Credit loans

• Because of their online-only presence, they have efficient infrastructure and are able to 
provide origination and servicing at a low cost

BORROWERS



MAJOR LOAN ORIGINATION PLAYERS

Fintech-enabled lending is well established, and the leading players have 
significant track records

Founded 2005 2007 2013

Type of loans 
originated

Prime consumer loans
Small & medium-sized 

enterprises
Real estate, 
short-term

Total loan volume 
since inception

$50+ billion $2+ billion $2 billion
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PORTFOLIO COMPOSITION

The short duration, massively diversified portfolio has a duration of only 9 
months and a mean FICO of 709

Loan Type
Average 

FICO
Average  Balance

Average Duration 
(months)

Small Business 719 $64,472 10.8

Prime Consumer 716 $6,945 12.1

Secured Real Estate 694 $104,775 6.0

Total 710 $15,168 9.1

Note: As at 30th April 2021
14

Geographical Loan Exposure

Real Estate (31%)

Consumers (44%)

Small Business (25%)



COVID-19 REACTION AND RISK MITIGATION

KiWi Private Credit Fund provided positive return to investors in March 
and April and is positioned well as we emerge from the COVID-19 crisis

PRE-CRISIS CRISIS POST-CRISIS

• ‘High graded’ new loan 
purchases to concentrate 
on A- and B-rated loans

• Screened loans for 
potential Covid
sensitivities, by sector and 
supply chain

• Preserved cash to repay 
leverage 

• Enhanced and augmented 
loan servicing by marketplace 
platforms

• Government assistance to 
consumers and businesses has 
material benefit

• Lent under US government 
guarantees (Payroll Protection 
Plan)

• Ongoing volatility in 
expected public markets

• Loan performance 
demonstrating marked 
resilience 

• Principal reinvestment by 
the Fund is at higher 
relative yields and 
significantly tightened 
underwriting standards 
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RIGOROUS INVESTMENT 
PROCESS
Exceptional asset selection and credit risk management expertise
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STRATEGY DEVELOPMENT AND IMPLEMENTATION

Investment strategy begins with careful selection of marketplace 
platforms and culminates in selection of each individual loan

• Full on-site due diligence of all key functions: risk, underwriting, servicing, 
collections, and senior management

• Key criteria: transparent access to data, loan loss experience, length of track 
record, corporate financial strength, quality of people, ‘bank-grade’ processes 

• For each platform, pre-defined list of loan characteristics 
• Examples: maximum term of the loan, minimum credit bureau score of 

borrower or guarantor, minimum platform credit score, maximum loan size

• Day-to-day settings of selection parameters to increase or decrease loan 
volume based on market factors/portfolio-level characteristics  

• Examples: allocation across asset classes, geographic regions

• Proprietary models used to re-score loans to distinguish between like grades
• Example: If Lending Club offers us 100 C-rated loans, our models enable us to 

rank-order them based on relative risk

• Loans that pass through the screen and exceed the threshold score are 
selected for funding

• For Consumer loans, this is automated; For Small Business and Real Estate, 
each individual loan file is reviewed

Platform Selection

Credit ‘Box’

Screen

Score

Select
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PLATFORM SELECTION CRITERIA

In choosing marketplace platforms, we assess for strategic fit, review 
historical data, and perform off- and on-site due diligence

• Desirable loan product and borrower type?
• Does the platform originate whole loans (or loan participations)?
• Are the overall economics – fees, revenue shares, etc. – appropriate?

• To be considered, the platform must provide a detailed loan tape – viz. file 
on every borrower, details of every loan, and record of all payments

• Standardized historical performance metrics are calculated; explanations of 
unexpected or deviating results are sought 

• Ownership, shareholders, directors; Organization charts and key personnel
• Corporate presentations, financial results
• Policies and procedures, esp. credit & underwriting, servicing & collections 

• Meetings with ‘heads and chiefs’ – founders/CEO, CFO, risk, underwriting, 
legal, servicing, operations, fraud detection, technology, etc.

• Tour of premises and operations

Strategic Fit 
~30

Data Review 
~15

Off-Site
DD ~10

On-site
DD ~8

7 Platforms 
approved 

to date
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‘Lendscape’
300-500 platforms



CONSUMER LOAN SELECTION

Consumer Loan selection employs ‘big data’ analytics to identify 
preferred loan criteria, evaluate criteria against actual results, and 
manage concentration risk

Test and Validate 

Test and refine criteria by running 
tests against historical loan data

‘Screen and Score’

Criteria based on credit 
fundamentals and analytic 

models

Implement

Implement loan selection criteria 
using API calls to lending 

platforms

Optimize

Review portfolio composition and 
adjust criteria to manage 

portfolio risks (e.g. concentration)
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SMALL BUSINESS & REAL ESTATE LOAN SELECTION

Small Business and Real Estate loans are less homogeneous;  These loans 
are also screened-and-scored and, in addition, each credit file is reviewed 
for approval by the portfolio manager

SMALL BUSINESS LOANS REAL ESTATE LOAN

• Bank statements
• Credit card processor statements
• Income statement and balance sheet
• Corporate tax returns and TaxGuard
• Corporate credit bureau report
• Corporate registration status
• Reference checks e.g. landlord, jobber
• UCC search
• Legal background 
• IRS transcript
• Site visit report and photographs
• Personal credit bureau reports 
• Individual background report
• ID, name & address

• Description, address, etc. 
• Independent appraisal report
• Project plan and budget
• Site inspection, progress reports
• Sponsor’s projects undertaken and 

completed
• Personal credit rating
• Name & address
• Loan details, Loan-to-Value, Loan-to-Cost, 

Loan-to-After-Repair-Value
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PERFORMANCE
Positive consecutive results since inception
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CONSISTENT FUND PERFORMANCE

The Fund has generated positive returns since inception in June 2017; 
It distributes income each month after expenses, fees, and provisions for losses

MONTHLY PERFORMANCE AND ANNUAL YIELD*

HISTOGRAM OF RETURNS SINCE INCEPTION

* Note: Performance gross of management fees but net of all other expenses, realized losses and loan loss provisions; 
Full year returns assume reinvestment of distributions
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(Number of Months)

Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun Jul Aug Sep Oct Nov Dec Full 
Year

2021 0.88% 0.68% 0.71% 0.99% 3.30%

2020 0.67% 0.89% 0.51% 0.15% 0.63% 0.61% 1.02% 0.64% 0.63% 0.96% 0.81% 1.02% 8.87%

2019 0.48% 0.68% 0.86% 0.65% 0.98% 0.54% 0.76% 0.85% 0.39% 0.51% 0.59% 0.52% 8.09%

2018 0.81% 0.32% 0.55% 0.74% 0.55% 0.59% 0.56% 0.60% 0.56% 0.47% 0.58% 0.40% 6.95%

2017 n.a n.a n.a n.a n.a Portfolio Ramp-Up 0.28% 0.37% 0.18% 0.55% n.A

0

2

4
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LOW VOLATILITY INCOME

Since January 2018, KiWi Private Credit Fund has materially outperformed North 
American corporate bonds with significantly less volatility

KIWI PRIVATE CREDIT VS FIXED INCOME BENCHMARKS
(Total return: Jan 1, 2018 = 100) 
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Note:  S&P ABI: S&P Aggregate Bond Index
XCB ETF: iShares Canadian Corporate Bond ETF 
Performance gross of management fees but net of all other expenses, realized losses and loan loss provisions; 
Full year returns assume reinvestment of distributions
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SUPERIOR RISK-ADJUSTED RETURNS

Fund’s focus on prime credit risk – with minimal exposure to market risk or 
interest rates – creates a risk/return profile that outperforms traditional fixed 
income strategies
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Low Volatility
• Prime borrowers only
• Conservative underwriting
• Diversification over three borrower 

verticals and loan types

Low Correlation to Public Markets
• Values of loans are derived from credit 

performance parameters, not market 
factors

• As well, low duration and high interest 
coupons of the loans means minimal 
exposure to interest rate risk



KEY TAKEAWAYS
A unique alternative opportunity in the Canadian market
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KEY POINTS OF DIFFERENCE

KiWi Private Credit Fund offers attractive income with minimal risk to 
principal and no correlation to volatile public markets

MONTHLY INCOME MANAGED ACCESS NO SURPRISES

• Target 7-8% Annually

• Monthly Distributions

• Profitable every month 
since initial ‘ramp up’ 
period

• Access to private credit 
professionally managed by 
credit experts

• Allows investors to tap into 
the unique benefits of this 
diversifying asset class

• Full portfolio valuation 
completed monthly

• Valuation performed by 
independent third party

• All delinquent loans marked 
down from first day of 
delinquency
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STRATEGY IN A NUTSHELL

The fund’s investment strategy is easy to understand and is designed to 
generate stable, attractive monthly income

• Prime borrowers only

• KWC selects all loans upon 
review of the underwriting 
file

• Loan selection criteria are 
evaluated and back tested 
against actual loan data

• Fund is committed to 
massive diversification

o Multiple asset classes

o Multiple loan originators

o No state greater than 20%

o No loan greater than 1%

• Maintain consistent loan 
size and minimize portfolio 
concentration

• Stay on strategy and resist 
style drift
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MAKE GOOD LOANS
MAXIMIZE 

DIVERSIFICATION
STAY ON STRATEGY



NOW IS THE RIGHT TIME TO INVEST
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The strategy proved resilient through the COVID crisis with uninterrupted 
profitable months and it is well positioned to continue this track record 
through 2021

• Post-COVID underwriting 
standards are tighter and 
interest rates higher

• Loan selection focuses on the 
upper arm of the ‘K-shaped’ 
recovery and COVID-proof 
sectors

• Low duration of the fund 
means rapid turnover: more 
than 33% of loans in the 
portfolio are ‘new’, post-
COVID originations

• Diversification as risk-
mitigation has proven out: 
underperformance in 
affected sectors (e.g.
restaurants) has been offset 
by outperformance in others 
(e.g. grocery, liquor stores)

• Continue to maximize 
diversification while selecting 
loans with a COVID-lens 

• It is a buyers’ market: 
available private capital has 
contracted more than loan 
supply/borrower demand

• The Fund can continue to 
scale without constraint 

• Ultimately, we expect that 
the pandemic will end in 
2021 followed by a US 
economic rebound 

LENDING CRITERIA USES 
A COVID LENS

MASSIVE DIVERSIFICATION 
PAYS OFF

IT’S A BUYER’S MARKET



DISCLAIMER

The information contained herein is derived from sources which are believed to be reliable but Kilgour Williams Capital
Incorporated (KWC) makes no representation that the information is accurate or complete. Any opinion expressed herein is
based solely on the presenter’s current analysis and interpretation of each information and is subject to change. Certain of
the statements made may contain forward-looking statements, which involve known and unknown risks, uncertainties and
other factors which may cause the actual results to be materially different from any future results, performance or
achievements expressed or implied by forward-looking statements. Past performance is not indicative of future
performance. This material does not constitute an offer to sell or a solicitation to buy any security.

Information pertaining to KiWi Private Credit Fund LP is not to be construed as a public offering of securities in any
jurisdiction of Canada. The offering of units of the KWC fund is made pursuant to their respective offering memorandum
only to those investors in jurisdictions of Canada who meet certain eligibility or minimum purchase requirements. Please
read the Offering Memorandum before investing. All performance data assume reinvestment of all distributions or dividends
and do not take into account sales, distribution or income taxes payable by any unitholder that would have reduced returns.
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APPENDIX
Biographies
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COLIN KILGOUR

Colin Kilgour has been a leader in the Canadian credit market for over 20 years.

Overview

• Founded Kilgour Williams Group (KWG) in 2007 and, together with Daniel Williams, developed 
Canada’s leading structured credit advisory firm with a particular reputation for advising investors 
holding restructured Asset Backed Commercial Paper.  

• Since 2007, KWG has advised on over $2 billion of structured notes – roughly 20% of the 
Canadian market – providing education, risk assessment, litigation support, valuation, and asset 
management.

• Colin is a nationally recognized expert in structured credit.  He speaks regularly on the 
securitization and ABCP markets and is frequently sought out by the financial print and broadcast 
media

Other professional experience

• Prior to KWG, Colin co-founded Efficient Capital Corporation (ECC) in 2001, which provided 
securitization-based accounts receivable financing to corporations and funded that credit 
through a commercial paper conduit which ECC administered

• As co-founder and CEO, Colin led ECC’s origination efforts: pitching clients; conducting due 
diligence; structuring deals; and closing transactions

• ECC was sold in 2006 and the ECC conduit was one of the very few non-bank ABCP issuers that 
was not affected by the market disruption in 2007

• After selling ECC, Colin partnered with Connor, Clark & Lunn to establish a structured credit based 
ABCP conduit; this conduit was ready to launch in the summer of 2007 – with an S&P rating and 
‘global style liquidity’ – but was not initiated due to the market disruption in August 2007.  The 
result was that Colin was perhaps the only truly independent and untarnished expert available to 
provide advice to the affected investors during the Montreal Accord Restructuring process

• Prior to 2001, Colin worked for 10 years as a management consultant principally serving global 
financial institutions in Canada, the United States, and the United Kingdom

Colin Kilgour
Principal

400 – 49 Front Street East,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5E 1B3
T: 647.977.5803
C: 416.315.4884
ck@kilgourwilliams.com

Education

• B.Sc. in Computer 
Science, University of 
Manitoba

• MBA, Ivey Business 
School
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DANIEL WILLIAMS

Daniel Williams has 20 years of leadership experience in Canadian corporate credit

Overview

• Daniel joined KWG as a partner in May 2009, providing structured credit advisory and 
management to the firm’s clients

• Experience and expertise in fundamental credit analysis, portfolio credit risk management, 
and structured credit investing

Other professional experience

• Prior to joining KWG, Daniel was the Chief Investment Officer of Dundee Bank of Canada

o He managed a portfolio of structured credit investments, specifically slices of portfolios of middle 
market loans

o Daniel served on the bank’s Investment Committee and Asset/Liability Committee 

o Dundee Bank was newly formed and began operation in 2006 and grew in one year to $2.5 Billion of 
assets prior to being sold to ScotiaBank

• From 2001 to 2006, he was the Head of Credit Portfolio Management for National Bank of 
Canada

o He managed the bank’s $4 billion portfolio of corporate loans and was responsible for maximizing the 
risk-adjusted return on the portfolio

o Daniel established the bank’s centralized Credit Portfolio Management function and sat on the Deals 
Committee, which reviewed and adjudicated every corporate loan.  New measurements of bank-wide 
loan value were introduced that enabled efficient capital allocation decisions.  Advanced portfolio-
level risk models were implemented to identify industry and geographic risks, which were then 
hedged using an overlay of credit default swaps

o During this time, National Bank went from a laggard to an industry leader in terms of the quality of 
information and analytics applied to managing its corporate loan portfolio

• Prior to 2001, Daniel worked for 8 years as a management consultant for Oliver Wyman & Co. 
and other firms, principally advising global financial institutions in Canada, the United States, and 
the United Kingdom

Daniel Williams
Principal

400 – 49 Front Street East,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5E 1B3
T: 647.977.5803
C: 416.786.7078
dw@kilgourwilliams.com

Education

• Bachelor of Commerce, 
Queen’s University
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DHARA GOR

Dhara has over 3 years of experience in corporate finance & strategy.

Overview

• Dhara joined KWC in June 2019, and is responsible for analytics, research and execution of credit 
opportunities, treasury and overall operations of the KiWi Private Credit Fund

Other professional experience

• Prior to joining KWC, Dhara was a Manager, Wealth Management & Strategy at Kotak Bank, one 
of the largest private banks in India and was responsible for designing wealth management 
investment strategies for High Net Worth Individuals and Corporates 

• Prior to 2018, she was a part of the Corporate Finance Team at Deloitte, Select Projects include,

o Advised debt-laden Bhushan Steel Limited (A secondary steel producing company in India) on 
its turn around strategy, insolvency process and sale to Tata Steel. Bhushan Steel Limited had 
debt in excess of INR 40,000 Crores (C$8 billion)

o Advised on the take over of Murli Industries by Dalmia Cement.

• Prior to 2017, she worked with JP Morgan & Chase in their Investment Banking Division.

Dhara Gor
Associate

400 – 49 Front Street East,
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
M5E 1B3
C: 647.970.6537
dg@kilgourwlliams.com

Education

• Bachelor of Commerce, 
Mumbai University

• Chartered Accountant, 
Institute of Chartered 
Accountants of India (ICAI)
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